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1

About This Guide

This section outlines the purpose and aim of the guide, target audience, any source materials or
terminology used, and a general document description. Please note that this document is regarded as
confidential and is for customer use only. It has been supplied under the conditions of your paymentprocessing contract.

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this guide is to provide all of the details required to work with RealScore.

1.2 Audience
The target audience for this guide is users of RealScore.

1.3 Prerequisites
In order to use this guide, you should have experience with and knowledge of the following
concepts:
Knowledge of RealControl

▪

1.4 Related Documents
In addition to this guide, you can also refer to the following documents in the Realex
Payments documentation set for information about the Realauth service:
▪

Realcontrol User Guide

1.5 Conventions
Realex documentation uses the following conventions:
Note: Tips or advice for the user.
Caution: Important note. Potential financial impact.#

The following table outlines the main formatting conventions used in this guide:
Conventions

Description

Example

Blue Italic or
Plain Type

Hyperlinks and cross-references

For more information see
Table 1.n

Italics

Names of other guides

Courier New

Program code, screen messages, directory files, and
file names

Courier New

Placeholder for element names, field values, or user
input

BOLD CAPS

Error and warning messages

Realauth Developer’s Guide

<comments></comments>

card_holder_name

101 / REFERRAL B
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Introduction
2.1 What is RealScore?
RealScore is designed to assist merchants with managing fraud at the point of sale, by
identifying negative data and checking each transaction for patterns in real time. RealScore is
configured through Realcontrol by the merchant. It uses data entered in Realcontrol and also
data sent in the transaction to carry out the checks.

Once RealScore has been set up, a score is calculated for all transactions processed by the
merchants. The result of individual RealScore checks can be returned in real time along with an
overall score for the transaction.

Note: Each section of RealScore must be configured on a sub-account basis. For more
information on sub-accounts please see the Realauth developer's guide.

RealScore checks can be carried out in 2 ways:
▪

A RealScore transaction type called "TSS" can be sent to Realex to verify the fraud
score before the authorisation request is sent.

▪

RealScore can be carried out at the time of authorisation and the result returned with the
authorisation result.

Note: Transactions processed through the online terminal use this option and can be checked at
time of authorisation.

There are 2 types of RealScore:

2.2 TSS
TSS calculates the RealScore based on the checks the merchant has set up in RealControl. The
score is then returned in the transaction response and can also be seen in RealControl in the
transaction details.
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2.3 TSS with autocheck
TSS with autocheck calculates the RealScore based on the checks the merchant has set up in
RealControl. If the transaction breaks the RealScore rejection rules the transaction is declined
and message code 107 is displayed. These rejection rules are configured through Realcontrol
and are discussed in Setting up the TSS Option.

"TSS with autocheck" option has an extra configuration section called "Config RealScore
rejection rules" where the merchant configures the checks to be carried out on each transaction.
If the transaction fails the check it is automatically declined and message code 107 is displayed
before the transaction is sent for authorization
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3

RealScore Zones and Checks

This chapter describes the following:

▪

RealScore Zones

▪

RealScore Checks

3.1 RealScore Zones
There are three RealScore zones:
▪

Zone 1000 - Transaction Screening.

The checks done in Zone 1000 compare data in the transaction against data supplied through
RealControl and are specific to the merchant.
▪

Zone 2000 - Data Sanity Checking.

The checks done in Zone 2000 compare certain fields in the transaction against other fields in
the transaction. e.g. Comparing the shipping country against the billing country. These checks
are common to all merchants
▪

Zone 3000 - Data Pattern Checking.

The checks done in Zone 3000 compare data in a transaction against data from previous
transactions.
Note: It is important to remember:
▪

All the checks are completed in real time and each individual check returns a score in
the range 0 to 9. The score works on the basis that the higher the score the lower the
risk.

▪

The scores are added to compute an overall RealScore.

▪

Each check has a weight which determines the importance of the check on the overall
score.
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3.2 RealScore Checks
3.2.1

Zone 1000

Below is a list of the codes used in Zone 1000. See Setting up the TSS Option for details of how
the checks are configured in the transaction screening section.

Code

Title

Format

Length

1000

High Risk Card
number

0-9

12-19

1001

High Risk
Cardholder’s name

a-z A-Z “”-‘

0-50

1002

High Risk
Customer Number

a-z A-Z 0-9 –
“”_.,+@

0-50

1003

High risk Variable
Reference

a-z A-Z 0-9 –
“”_.,+@

0-50

1004

High Risk Shipping
Area

a-z A-Z 0-9 –
“”_.,+@

0-30

1005

High Risk shipping
country

a-z A-Z 0-9 –
“”_., character
country code

2

Description
This can be used to track and flag card
numbers that have in the past led to
payment difficulties. This is compared
against the card number sent in the TSS
and or auth request. Configured in
transaction screening section
This can be used to track and flag
cardholder names that have in the past led
to payments difficulties. This is compared
against the cardholder name sent in the
TSS and/or Auth request. Configured in
transaction screening section.
This check allows merchants to track and
flag a table of specific customer numbers.
This is compared against the value sent in
the “custnum” field in the TSS and/or Auth
request. Configured in transaction
screening section.
The variable reference can be used for
values that are important to the business
for example mobile number, car
registration, first time buyer. This check
allows merchants to track and flag these
values. This is compared against the value
sent in the “varref” field in the TSS and/or
Auth request. Configured in transaction
screening section.
This check allows merchants to track and
flag shipping areas. This is compared
against the value sent in the shipping code
field in the TSS and/or Auth request.
Configured in transaction screening
section
This check allows merchants to track and
flag shipping countries. This is compared
against the value sent in the shipping code
field in the TSS and/or Auth request.
Configured in transaction screening
section.
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Code

Title

Format

Length

1006

High Risk Billing
Area

a-z A-Z 0-9 “”.,/

0-30

1007

High risk Billing
Country

a-z A-Z 2
character
country code

2

1008

High Risk IP
Address

0-9 IP address
in X.X.X.X
format

[13].{13}.{13}.{1-3}

1009

High Risk Prduct ID

a-z A-Z 0-9 –
“”_.,+@

0-50

1010

High Risk issuer
country

a-z A-Z 2
character
country code

2

Description
This check allows the merchant to track
and flag billing areas. This is compared
against the value sent in the billing code
field of the TSS and/or Auth Request.
Configured in transaction screening
section.
This check allows the merchant to track
and flag billing countries. This is compared
against the value sent in the billing country
filed in the TSS and/or Auth request.
Configured in Transaction Screening
Section.
This check allows the merchant to track
and flag a table of specific IP numbers.
This is compared against the value sent
on the “custipaddress” field in the TSS
and/or Auth Request. Configured in
transaction screening section.
This check allows the merchant to track
and flag a table of specific IP numbers.
This is compared against the value in the
“custipaddress” field in the TSS and/or
Auth request. Configured in transaction
screening section.
This check allows the merchant to track
and flag a table of specific card issuer
countries.
See Appendix A – Country Codes for the
correct list of codes. Where the issuer
country is not indentified XX will be
returned. Use XX to score unidentified
card issuing countries. Configured in
transaction screening section.

1011

High Risk BIN
Range

0-9

0-12

1100

Shipping and
Home Countries

N/A

N/A

1101

Billing and Home
Countries

N/A

N/A

1200

Maximum Ticket
Size

N/A

N/A

The BIN range is the first 6 digits of the
card number. This check allows the
merchant to track and flag BIN ranges
entered in this check. This is compared
with the first 6 digits of the card number in
the TSS and/or Auth Request. Configured
in transaction screening section.
This check compares the shipping country
field in the TSS and/or Auth request with
the home country.
This check compares the billing country
field in the TSS and/or Auth request
against the home country.
The maximum ticket size is an upper limit
on the ticket size which is configured by
currency in the amount threshold section
in RealControl (see section 4 setting up
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Code

Title

Format

Length

Description
amounts threshold). This check compares
against a maximum ticket size against the
amount in the TSS and/or Auth request.

1201

High Risk times

N/A

N/A

High Risk times can be configured in the
parameter section in Realcontrol. This
check compares the time of the
transaction against the high risk times.

Once set up, each check will return an individual score which is used to calculate the overall score.
Criteria entered for a check can have a score of between 9 and 0, where 9 is good and 0 is bad. A
scale is provided in the "transaction screening" section for the majority of the 1000 checks where a
score (in the range 0 - 9) can be selected. A default score for each check can also be assigned and
this is used if the transaction details do not match the check criteria.
To access RealScore transaction screening:
1. Select RealScore from the main Realcontrol menu
2. Click Transaction Screening
The transaction screening screen is displayed.

To assign a RealScore value:
3. From the transaction screening section, click Add a new Value.
4. From the if drop-down list select a check and in the equals field enter the value required.
5. Select a tss score from the radio buttons provided.
6. Click Add New RealScore Value".
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To modify a Default Score:
If a RealScore has not been allocated to a value, a default RealScore is returned for that value. A
default RealScore for each value can be set up as follows.

1.

From the transaction screening section, click Check Defaults.

2.

From the if drop-down list select the check you wish to modify.

3.

If a default RealScore is already present, the score will be checked. You can add or modify
this RealScore.

Note: If there is no default value specified, a code of 9 is assigned.

To search for a RealScore value:

1.

From the transaction screening section, click Search. (This search area is displayed by default
when the page is loaded initially).

2.

Enter a value to search for in the text field provided.

3.

From the if drop-down list select the check you wish to search.

4.

Click Search.

5.

If the search is successful, the value will be displayed along with the RealScore assigned to it.
This score can then be modified or removed.

6.

If the search is unsuccessful, an opportunity to add the RealScore is presented.

To download values and the RealScore assigned to them:

1.

From the transaction screening section, click Download Scored Values.

2.

From the if drop-down list, select the value type you wish to download.

3.

Click Download.

Note: Downloads are in excel format.

Examples of Configuring Zone 1000 checks
Example 1
“Check 1010 - Issuer country" can be set up to return a low score if a specific country, for example US
(UNITED STATES), is the issuing country of the card number used. The default score can be set up to
return a high score for all other countries. In this way, certain countries can be set up as high risk
countries.

1.

Login to Realcontrol, click RealScore.
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The transaction screening screen is displayed.

2.

In the "transaction screening" section click Add a new Value.

3.

From the If dropdown list select the check to be configured.

4.

In the equals field imput the check criteria (US as per example).

5.

Tick a number from 0-9 to set the failure score, where 0 is bad and 9 is good. This will be the
score that's returned if the check fails. Typically 0 is ticked to return the lowest score if the
check fails.

6.

Click Add New RealScore Value.

Note: To complete setting up this check the "response values" and "weights" sections must be
configured. These sections are described in Setting up the TSS Option.

Example 2
Check 1010 - Issuer country" can be reversed where a high score can be returned for a specific
country, for example IE (Ireland) and UK (United Kingdom, is the issuing country of the card number
used. The default score can be set to return a low score. In this way, any issuing countries other than
IE and UK will be seen as high risk countries.

1.

Login to Realcontrol, click on RealScore

2.

In the "transaction screening" section Add a new Value.

3.

From the If dropdown list select the check to be configured.

4.

In the text box type the check criteria (US as per example).

5.

Tick a number from 0-9 to set the passing score. This is the score that will be returned

6.

if the check passes. Typically 9 is ticked to return the highest score if the check passes.
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7.

5.Click Add New RealScore Value.

Note: To complete setting up this check the "response values" and "weights" sections must be
configured. This is discussed in Setting up the TSS Option.

Zone 2000
These are checks completed by comparing the transaction data and are common to all merchants.
Zone 2000 checks are configured in the "weights" and "response values" section as described in
Setting up the TSS Option.
Zone 2000 Data Sanity Checking for all Merchants
Code

Title

Description

2000

Even amount check

If the amount is an even amount then this check
will fail. The pass score is 9 and the fail score is
0.

2001

Shipping and Billing countries

This check compares the shipping country to
the billing country from the TSS and/or Auth
request. If they are the same the check will
pass. This check returns a 0 for fail and 9 for
pass.

2002

Card Issuer country to Shipping country

This check compares the card issuer country to
the shipping country from the TSS and/or Auth
request. If they are the same the check will
pass. This check returns a 0 for fail and 9 for
pass. If Realex do not have a record of the card
issuer's country then a five is returned to signify
that it is possible they could be the same.
Note that this (and the next) check works with
credit cards - ROI should be assumed for Laser
and UK for Switch. AMEX cards will always
return a five. Be sure to use a Realex supplied
country codes (See Appendix A - Country
codes) to avoid possible syntax or spelling
issues

2003

Card issuer country to home country

This check compares the card issuer country to
the merchants home country. If they are the
same the check will pass. This check returns a
0 for fail and 9 for pass. If the country of card
issue (the country of the bank that issued the
credit card) is the same as the specified home
country then a nine is returned else a zero. If
we don't have the issuer country in our
database then a 5 is returned. Please note that
this is a credit card issuer check - Laser and
Switch cards are assumed to be issued by ROI
and UK institutions respectively and AMEX are
not included in this check.
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Zone 3000

3.2.2

Data pattern checking is completed using historical data from the merchants processed
transactions. Certain parameters must be specified in the “parameters" section of RealControl
which determine what data these checks use (see parameters section). These patterns are
determined using transactions across all accounts unless it is specifically stated that it is account
specific.

The following variables can be configured in the parameters section in RealControl:
▪

The number of transactions to include in the checks.

▪

The average deviation to allow for different amounts

▪

The average deviation to allow for in different time intervals

Zone 3000 Data Pattern Checking
Code

Title

Description

3000

Higher deviation from average ticket
(Account Specific)

3001

Lower deviation from average ticket
(Account Specific)

3002

Mean time between transactions is
reducing (Account Specific)

3003

Multiple transactions for the same BIN
number

3004

Recurring Amount

3005

Recurring Card Number

3100

Same card with different name

This check compares if the transaction amount
is higher than a calculated average amount.
The average ticket size is calculated over the
previous x transactions, where x is set in the
parameters section. This check fails if the
current ticket is larger than a deviation of y%,
where y is set in the parameters section. This
check returns a 0 for fail and 9 for pass.
This check compares if the transaction amount
is lower than a calculated average amount. The
average ticket size is calculated over the
previous x transactions, where x is set in the
parameters section. This check fails if the
current ticket is smaller than a deviation of y%,
where y is set in the parameters section. This
check returns a 0 for fail and 9 for pass.
If the mean time between the last five
transactions is smaller (by a deviation) than the
mean time between the last x transactions then
the check will fail. A 0 is returned for a fail and 9
is returned for pass. If the same Bank
Identification Number (the first six digits of the
card number - BIN) has been used in the
previous 5 transactions then this check will fail.
A 0 is returned for fail, 9 returned for pass.
If the same Bank Identification Number (the first
six digits of the card number - BIN) has been
used in the previous 5 transactions then this
check will fail. A 0 is returned for fail, 9 returned
for pass.
If this is the same amount as all of the
last five amounts then a zero score is returned,
else a nine.
If this is the same card number as all of the last
five then a zero score is returned, else a nine.
Using the card number this check will
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Code

Title

3101

Same card with different customer
number

3102

Same card used with different variable
reference

3200

Customer number used with different
card

3201

Variable reference used with different
card

3202

Card Name used with different card

3203

VARREF used with a different card
(time-based)

3300

Repeat Customer

3301

Card Usage in the past 24 hours

Description
return the following:
9 - If the card has been used with only one
name (including this transaction - i.e. this is the
only name that has been used with this card
number.)
8 - if the card has been used with two
names
7 - Three names…
1 - nine names
0 - ten or more
Using the card number this check will
return the following:
9 - used with only one customer
number
8 - used with two customer numbers
7 - Three…
1 - nine
0 - ten or more
Using the card number this check will return the
following:
9 - used with only one variable
reference
8 - used with two
7 - Three…
1 - nine
0 - ten or more
Using the customer number this check will
return:
9 - used with only one card
8 - used with two cards
7 - used with three cards
Using the variable reference this check
will return:
9 - used with only one card
8 - used with two cards
7 - used with three cards
Using the card name this check will
return:
9 - used with only one card
8 - used with two cards
7 - used with three cards
Using the VARREF this check will return
the following:
9 - used with only one variable
reference
8 - used with two
7 - used with three cards
Returns a nine if there is a previous transaction
with the same variable reference, customer
number, card number and card name, else a
zero.
Returns a value to determine the number of
times this card has been authorised in the past
24 hours.
9 - first time
8 - second time …
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Code

Title

3302

Card usage in the past week

3303

Card Usage authorisation attempted in
the past 24 hours

3304

Card Usage authorisation attempted in
the past week

Description
0 - tenth or more
Returns a value to determine the number of
times this card has been authorised in the past
week.
9 - first time
8 - second time …
0 - tenth or more`
Returns a value to determine the number of
times this card has been used (authorisation
attempted) in the past 24 hours.
9 - first time
8 - second time …
0 - tenth or more
Returns a value to determine the number of
times this card has been used (authorisation
attempted) in the past week.
9 - first time
8 - second time …
0 - tenth or more
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4

Setting up Parameters, Amounts
Threshold and RealScore Checks

This chapter describes the following:
▪

Setting up Parameters

▪

Setting up Amounts Threshold

▪

Setting up RealScore Checks

4.1 Setting up Parameters
Within the Parameters section the following parameters can be specified: Once you have
entered these values you must click save configuration.

4.2 Setting up Amounts Threshold
Merchants may set an upper threshold on each currency that they accept. This is entered with
no decimal point so for £10.00 enter 1000. If a transaction is processed that is above this
threshold a lower score will be returned. Once amount thresholds have been set click save
configuration.

Explanation of Column Titles on Batch List screen

Parameter

Description

Number of transactions to check

This parameter is used for the Zone 3000 checks.
This specifies the number of transactions which
will be used for comparison and to establish
averages and other values. Max number of
transactions to check is 90.

Amount Deviation to allow

This is the variation from the average that is
allowed. If the average is 100 and the deviation
above is 10% then amounts of between 90 (100 10%) and 110 (100 + 10%) will not cause the
check to fail.

Time Deviation to allow

This is the variation from the average time
between transactions that is allowed. If the
average is 100 seconds and the deviation above
is 10% then intervals of between 90 seconds (100
-10%) and 110 seconds (100 + 10%) will not
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cause the check to fail.
High risk times

The merchant can select the hours during which
transactions that occur are considered higher risk.

Once you have entered these values you must click save configuration.

4.3 Setting up RealScore Checks
Setting up the TSS Option
TSS (transaction suitability scoring) is the option which allows merchants to score their
transactions without declining them. This is set up as follows:
Set up in Realcontrol
As described above there are 3 types of checks - Zones 1000, 2000 and 3000. Each zone is set
up as follows:






Zone 1000 checks need to be set up in sections:
Transaction screening, as described above in section 3.1.2 Configuring Zone 1000
checks.
o Weights.
o Response values.
Zone 2000 checks need to be set up in sections:
o Weights.
o Response values.
Zone 3000 checks need to be set up in sections
o Weights.
o Response values.

Setting up the Weight
Every check that is set up must have a weight. The importance of each check through can be
specified using its weight, the higher the weight the more important the check. If a check has a
higher weight it will have more influence on the overall score.
To set up the weight:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Click weights option.
Beside the specific check enter the weight value in the text box.
To equally weight the checks set all weights to the same value, for example 100. To set a
check to a higher importance, increase its weight.
Click save configuration.

The overall transaction score that will be returned for the weights that have just been set can be
tested. This is only for testing purposes to show the score that a transaction will receive in
certain scenarios.
This is done by using the tick boxes at the left side of the RealScore check and the "test" option
at the bottom of the weights section. Clicking the tick box to the left of a check will signify that
the check has failed.
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Example scenarios that can be checked are as follows:
Click on test button without any checks ticked. This shows the score received if all checks pass
which is 100.

Tick the check box beside one of the checks. Click on the test option, this shows the score
received if this check fails.

Setting up the response values
Every check that is set up must be ticked in response values. Once the check is ticked in this
section its score will be returned in the transaction response and will also be displayed in the
transaction details in RealControl.

To enable the response value:

1.

Click the tick box at the start of the checks that will be set up.

2.

Click save configuration.

Setting up the TSS with Autocheck Option
TSS with autocheck is set up in the same way as the tss option described above except
rejection rules are configured to define when the transaction should be rejected. RealScore
rejection is a method by which transactions can be automatically rejected based on the result
of the RealScore. This provides the facility to automatically decline suspect transactions.
These transactions would have been authorised if they had been sent to the bank so please
ensure that all RealScore settings are configured correctly before adding rejection rules

Set up in RealControl
Follow all the steps as described in setting up parameters and additionally configure the
rejection rules as follows:

Setting up RealScore rejection rules
Within the section "Config RealScore rejection rules" the merchant can specify a transaction to
reject if it breaks a certain rule. A transaction can be rejected if the overall score is less than a
specified threshold. Transactions can also be rejected if a specific check receives a specified
score.

Reject based on the overall score
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Setting up RealScore to reject on the overall score is unique to each merchant. How the
overall score is calculated depends on the number of checks set up and their weights (see
calculating the RealScore). Please note, to set this up accurately you need to understand the
scores that will be returned in certain scenarios and based on your risk appetite you can judge
what you want the overall score threshold to be. The overall score can be up to 100
To reject a transaction that has a lower score than the overall score threshold:

1.

Click Config RealScore rejection rules in the RealScore section.

2.

At the top of the screen the first rule is for the overall RealScore. Tick the check box at the
start of this rule.

3.

In the text box enter the overall score to set as the threshold. This means that if the overall
score is lower than this threshold then the transaction will be rejected.

4.

Click Save Configuration.The Transaction Process

Reject based on a specific check
Within the "Config RealScore rejection rules" a rejection rule can be set up for each check. Again
to set this up accurately you need to understand the scores that will be returned in certain
scenarios for each check and based on your risk appetite you can judge what you want the check
threshold to be. The check score can be between 0 - 9.

To reject a transaction that fails an individual check threshold:
▪

Click Config RealScore rejection rules in the RealScore section

▪

Tick the check box at the start of the rule to be set up

▪

In the drop down list choose the operator to use. Normally "<" or "=" is used.

▪

In the text box enter the score to set as the threshold. This means that if the check returns a
lower score than this threshold then the transaction will be rejected.

Example of Full RealScore Check with Rejection Rule
An example of setting up a RealScore check with a rejection rule is outlined below.
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Scenario
The merchant only wants to accept transactions from Irish issued cards as they can only ship
products within Ireland. They want to decline transactions where the card is issued in any other
country.

Setting up Transaction Screening
1. From "Transaction Screening" click Add a new Value. From the RealScore Check ID
dropdown list and choose "1010: Issuer Country".
2. In the test box, type in the country code IE for Ireland (see Appendix A for countrycode list).
Tick option 9 and then click add. This means that if IE is the issuing country then a score of 9
is returned.

Setting up the weight
A weight must be set for all checks that will be used.

Set the weight of check "1010 High risk issuer country". This corresponds to the check set up in
Transaction Screening, see Setting up the weight.

Setting up the response value
Response values must be set for all checks that will be used.

Enable the tick box beside check "1010 High risk issuer country". This corresponds to the check
set up in Transaction Screening, see section 4.1.2.2 Setting up the response values.

Setting up the rejection rule
In "Config RealScore rejection rules", tick the check box for Check: 1010 Issuer Country and fill in
the value < 9 as below.
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A rejection rule has now been set up so that any transactions which return a score of less than 9
will fail and will be rejected. As every country other than IE will return a 0 for this check, all
countries except IE will be rejected with a result code of 107.
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5

Calculating the RealScore
This chapter describes the following:

▪

Calculating the RealScore

5.1 Calculating the RealScore
The overall score is made up of the individual scores summed together. The score for each
check is calculated using the following formula:

Where:
N = the checks result
Weight = the checks weight

Total weight = All weights summed

5.2 Examples
5.2.1

Scenario 1

Only 1 check is set up, Check 1010 is set up to return a 9 if it passes and 0 if it fails. It is
weighted at 100.
If the check passes, the score will be:
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If the check fails, the score will be:

5.2.2

Scenario 2

2 checks are set up with equal weights - check 1010 is set up to return a 9 if it passes and 4 if it
fails. Check 1200 is set up to return a 9 if it passes and 0 if it fails. Both have a weight of 100.

If the check 1010 passes and check 1200, passes the score will be:

If the check 1010 passes and check 1200 fails, the score will be:
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If the check 1010 fails and check 1200 passes, the score will be:

If the check 1010 fails and check 1200 fails, the score will be:

5.2.3

Scenario 3

2 checks are set up with different weights- check 1010 is set up to return a 9 if it passes and 4 if
it fails and has a weight of 75. Check 1200 is set up to return a 9 if it passes and 0 if it fails and
has a weight of 25.
If the check 1010 passes and check 1200 passes, the score will be:
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If the check 1010 passes and check 1200 fails, the score will be:

If the check 1010 fails and check 1200 passes, the score will be:

If the check 1010 fails and check 1200 fails, the score will be:
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6

Appendix A - Country Codes

This chapter describes the following:

Country Codes Required for RealScore Checks
Certain RealScore checks require submission of the country code. To ensure that the country names
we use are the same, Realex Payments use the following ISO 3166-1 country codes. The common
use of these is in a dropdown list from which the customer can select their billing and shipping
countries. The HTML needed to create a dropdown list consisting of these values is available from
Realex Payments. The displayed Country Name and the order of the names displayed can be
changed as long as the country code sent to Realex Payments is kept the same as the list below.

Note: To use the United Kingdom in a check, both country codes (GB and UK) will need to be used.
Also the issuing country may not be identified in the response message. Where the issuer country is
not identified XX will be returned. Use XX to score unidentified card issuer country transactions.
Country Codes Required for RealScore Checks
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sales@realexpayments.com

London
1 Lyric Square
London
W6 0NB
United Kingdom
tel: +44 (0)203 178 5370 | fax: +44 (0)207 691 7264
www.realexpayments.co.uk
sales@realexpayments.co.uk

Paris
5 rue du Helder
75009, Paris
France
Tel: +33 (0)1 53 24 53 29 | fax: +33 (0)1 53 24 53 39
www.realexpayments.fr
sales@realexpayments.fr
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